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Viscione to step down with plans to teach
dream.

Peggy Eaton
NewsEditor

AsDean ofthe Albers School of
Business, Jerry Viscione helped

business students. In his temporary post as actingProvost,hehas
advocatedlowertuitionon behalf

design programs like the Albers of students.
Placement programfor graduating
Yet the one element missing in

both of these position was students.
To remedy the lack of one-onone student interaction in his current administrativepost and as the

Cross-cultural celebration
\Drums, lions

held at SeattleUniversity. Viseionc
will step down as dean after nex

See Viscione on page 5

KSUB
expands
to air in

\ring in Lunar

Campion

\New Year

I

dean of the business school, the
only two positions Viscione has

Megan McCoid

Stephanie Lum

Managing Editor

Staffßeporter
■

Apair of goldandblack lions broughc

TheairwavesoI'KSUBareslowly
but surely (lowing across campus,
from the depths of the Student
UnionBuildingtowardsthe heights

to life by skillful lion dancers, thunder-

ousdrums andclangingcymbois spread

the Vietnamese and Taiwanese spirit
throughoutcampus.Thursday marked
the traditional celebration of theLunar
New Year.
Students gathered on the steps in the
Quad andmembers of the Vietnamese
and Taiwanese Student Association
wished them a prosperous and profitablenew year withfortune cookies and
"Lai-Shi," red envelopes containing a
penny and lucky candy.
The highlight of thecelebration was
the lion dancers which entertained the
crowd.
According to TSA secretary Wilson
Chen, the lion is considered the most

of Campion Tower.
SeattleUniversity\s firstcampus
radio stationhas a lot on its agenda
this year, with attracting listeners
as a number one priority.
With students inBellarmineHall
already tuning in, KSUB's latest
expansion across campus now involves gettingCampion hookedup
to receive the station's AM signal.
However, according to Kara
Storey, KSUB station manager,
there is still some work to bedone
before the whole building can receive the signal clearly.
The station had hoped to be up
and running there this week, bin
wiringin the wallsof Campion arc
interfering with the "carrier system" ofcables and telephonelines
that is used to broadcast the radio
signal, Storey said.
"It (the signal's coming in in
some spots, butit's erratic," Store)

powerful creature on earth, second to
thedragon, whichis the most powerful
creature in heaven.
Chinese businesses and store owners
believe the lion's good luck blessing
will bring forth a profitable new year

without any chances of badluck.
During performances,red firecrackers were popped to chase away the evil
spirits called "nien,"' and a character
waving a fan called the "happyguy" or
"clown," lures the lion to areas where

See New Year on page 5

Ryan Nishio

/ Photo Editor

A lioncomes to lifeat acelebration inthe Quadlast Thursday. Thelions, whoseheads weigh ten
pounds each, were part of the Lunar New Year festivities put on by the Vietnamese Student

remarked.
The signal problemin Campion
stemsfrom wiringthat wasrecently

Association andthe Taiwanese Student Association.

See KSUB on page 4

Spree of auto prowls spurs security alert
teri Anderson
Executive Editor

Ketter

think twice before leaving

r car.

ar prowls are back on the rise,
and 25 of themhavebeen reported
to campus security since Septem-

Last year at this time, only eight
car prowls had reported to theSeattle University Safety and Security, according to ManagerMike
Slelten.This was a sharp decrease
from the 18 reportedin Fall 1992
and 21 reported in Fall 1993.

The most recent SU related attempts occurred over the last two

weeks when five cars werebroken

intoinSU's Broadwayparking garage during a two hour period. Yet
another vehicle, parked in the garage, was broken into last week.

In all of the incidents, nothing
was taken from the cars but they
were rummaged through, Sletten
said.

He added that the SeattlePolice
Department and campus security
are sill investigating the incidents.
Any access attempt to a vehicle
is considered an auto prowl, regardlessofwhenit took place.Auto
prowls arcconsidered grossmisdemeanorsand can be reported campus security, as well as the Seattle

Police Department.
According to Sletten, theuniversity was recently notified by the
SPD thai car prowls were on the
rise in the city.
As a result, the SPD appointed an
auto prowl task force to work on

See Theft on page 4
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Can we resist the flesh?
Shane Updike
Staff Reporter
Someofthe morephilo
sophical campus vegctar
ians and meal eaters de
Margarethe Cammermeyerto visit campus

Colonel Margarethe Cammermeyer, the lesbian who openly opposed the US Army'spolicy on homosexuality, willcome tocampus
to discuss her civil rights struggle. Cammermeyer will discuss her
book "Servingin Silence," whichdocuments her life,and there willbe
a book signingduring the visit.
Cammemeyerwill be on campusthe afternoon of Feb.19. Formore
information,call Neena Dutta at 296-6042.
Welfare Reform Rally
A rally to "Stop the Welfare Cuts" will take place Valentine'sDay
at Sylvester Park in Olympia. The tally, sponsored by Washington
Welfare Reform Coalition, will beginin the park at 11 a.m., followed
by amarch to the Capitol at noon.
A Seattlecaravan willleave for Olympia fromCatholic Community
Services parking lot at 23rd and Yesler at 9:00 a.m. Call Juan Jose
Bocanegra with questions at 461-3865.
Performance to addressgender issues
Social commentatorKateBornstein will address gender issuesina
performance Feb. 17. Theone-woman show,entitled "Cut 'n Paste,"
is based on some of Bomstein's own experiences as a transgenered
The performance will take place in from 3:30-5 p.m.in Pigott 103.

Seminar preps students for graduate school
The GRE, applying for and getting recommendations for graduate
school,as well as strategies to get into your schoolof choice, will be
discussed Feb. 26in a forum about graduate school. Father Robert
Spitzer, SJ, and Dr. Arthur Fisher will conduct the discussion from
noon to 1 p.m. inSchaefer Auditorium for all students interested in
graduate school.
Funds available for graduatepresentation
TheProvost'soffice has made $5,000available for graduate student
presentations or co-presentationsofgraduate student and faculty. The
money isavailable for presentations at conferences betweenFebrary
and June30, 1997. Applications can be submitted toDeanSueSchmitt
at the School of Education.
Pluralism projectbrings culturalfilms to campus
The Cultural Pluralism Project is sponsoring several films to pro-

motediversityandmulti-cultural awareness. Theproject will sponsor

a showingof "TheWomanNextDoor"March 5, "Thanh'sWar" April
9and "The Gay Agenda"May 21
For moreinformation, as well as times and locations of film showings, contact Roberta Castorani at 296-1995.

.

Strategic Enrollment discussions scheduled

TheSeattleUniversitycommunity isinvited toparticipate indicussion
sessionsregardingSU'sStrategicEnrollmentManagementPlan. The
meetings are geared to provide information and feedback to the
enrollment task force and Cabinet as they outline the university's
future enrollment strategy.
Meetings will be heldMarch 6 and March 20 in the Puget Power
RoomandMarch 27 at theLaw School. Thoseinterestedinobtaining
a copy ofthedraft of the planor attendingshould contact the Officeof
the Provost at 296-6160.
Earthquakepreparedness
In caseofan earthquake, stay under a table or other sturdy object or
ina doorway.Ifoulside,stay away from powerlines and trees. Seattle
is in an earthquake zone and earthquake preparedness, including
having extrablankets and food in your car, is advised.

Correction

In last week's Spectator, ASSU was incorrectly credited with starting a
committee toaddress student issues. The committeewas actually a universitywide committee that asked ASSU for suggestions. Also, Vice President of
Student DevelopmentHank Durand wasmisidentified as the Vice Presidentof

| Student Activities. The Spectator regretsthe errors.

batedthe moralityofmeat

eatingChristiansiti "Veg
ctarianism and Christia
Duty."

Philosophy professor
Dan Dombrowski, Fathe
Robert Spitzer, Rober
McCleland, and religious
studies professor Mark
Taylor discussed the ethics of Christians eating
meat. The panelists at-

tempted

to

deterimine

whether Christian principles allow a person to
eat meat,or whether veg-

etarianism is thebest way
to follow God's law.
Taylor talkedabout the
duty of Christians to love
as God does. He argued
Christians aresupposed to
love as God loves, and
since God loves allcreatures, byeatingmeat they

are not.
"The primaryChristian
dutyis to loveall that God
made," saidTaylor."Vegetarianism is a small step
to achievingthis love."

Taylor also discussed
Molly McCarthy / Spectator
the "appalling" way anito
mals are treated in capi- FatherRobert Spitzer, SJ, gives his interpretation ofChristian duty inregards
'
'Vegetarianism
Duty.
Christian
panel
eating
meat
in
discussion
and
the
talist society andtheinternational effects of meat
consumption in theUnited States. sire to be a vegetarian and how he his stronger desire toeat meat. He
McCleland spoke about his de- cannot achievethis goal because of calls himself a "weak vegetarian."
He said that thcists have a long
history of eatingmeatand that historically theists have favored the
practce. He also called Taylor's
claim that it is Christian duty to
love as Goddoes unrealistic.
Spitzer argued that it is not a
Christianduty topractice vegetarionlydays that the store offers com- anism. He pointed out that human
YONGHEE KIM
puter packages for sale. Monitor, beings are distinct from animals
StaffReporter
CPU, keyboardpackages arc avail- becauseanimalsdonot havea soul.
unloading
Seattle University is
able for $35.
"Humans do aspire to the infiAccording to David P. Broustis, nite," argued Spitzer. "Thedistincequipmentatrock bottomprices ina
rummage sale tailored toward the recycling coordinator, the Surplus tion of this aspiration between huStore has been extremely success- mans and animals is what makes
student budget.
a
clearful.
The Surplus Store is held
eating meat permissible."
"In the past two years, we have
ance sale on Feb. 8 and will again
According to Spitzer, humans
Feb. 15. Thestoreis openfrom9:00 given awayover51 tonsof material, respect life in different ways cansaving the school approximately not beomniscient enough tojudge
a.m. to 4:00p.m.
The items for saleinclude tables, $6,000 in disposal costs," Broustis
what is good and what is bad.
chairs, furniture, computers, and said. "In addition, abouthalf ofthe
Dombrowski fell firmly on the
have
otherthat
have
itemsthat
we
sell
would
miscellaneous
items
other
side of vegetarianism. He saidthat
been surpluscd by Seattle Univer- wiseended up in the landfill. This most every personcan agree that it
sity. All items arediscounted from has saved the school about another is immoral to afflict unnecessary
their already low prices. There is $5,000."
suffering on any living being,and
The university getssomebenefit because meat eating involves unalso a significant amountofmaterial
that is availablein a "freepile." The by not having to pay landfill costs necessarysuffering, it "iscruelty."
free pile includes woodand itemsin and selling theitems.
Dombrowski also attempted to
need ofrepair.
"It has generated a significant refute Spitzer's argument that aniThe store has been in operation amount of revenue from sales of mals canbe eaten because they do
for two years and first opened its merchandise,"Broustis said.
not know the concept of the infidoors with funding support from a
Some ofthe money has gone to nite. He said that, "anything with
grant awardedby theCityofSeattle. purchase additional recycling conthe ability to experiencepleasure
For the past twoyears, the store has tainers for campus.
and painshould be protected."
The store is located in the SeabeenopeneverySaturday,butit will
The approximately 75 people in
on
monthlyafterthe
port
Building that is at thecorner of attendance were encouraged toask
beopen
sale the
first Sat. ofeach month. The saleis 13th and East Columbia, near questions aftereachpanelist spoke.
being held toclear out inventory in BellarmineHall.
"Each argumentcame from a diI
For more information, call the fercnt place and there wasan interpreparation for onlybeingopenonce
recycling office at 296-6185 or e- esting humanitarian concern for
a month.
**
mail recxcle® seattleu edu
FebruaryBth and 15th will bethe
Invf* sniH inninr FCf*vin Plumbers

SU surplus reused,
recycled at sale
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Black figures "Hit me again"
remembered
History month
reveals stereotypes
MEGHAN SWEET

StaffReporter
When is a stereotype not a stereotype?

That is oneof the questions posedby the film
"And Still I Rise," a unique look at the way

black women's sexuality is seen by society and
the media.

The film, named after a poem written by
black poet Maya Angelou, was presented on
Monday by the Patricia Wismer Center lor
Women in conjunction with February's celebration of Black History Month.
"And Still IRise" contains material that is
both disturbing and enlightening.
Symbolic imagery depicts the torture and
enslavement of black people in history while
interviews with contemporary,influential black
women illustrate the significance and lasting
effect of this history.
The film examines stereotypes and natural

differences between white and black people,
and also looks at how Africa remains deep
within the modern-day black culture.
There was a panel discussion afterward that

Molly McCarthy / Spectator

Campion HallCouncilmemberMichaelBalbin deals blackjack at CasinoNightlastSaturdaynight. Campion's12th floor
addressed issues brought up by the film.
was converted to a casino for the event, which featuredpoker, blackjack, roulette, craps, bingo and go-fish. Participants
Much of the thrust of the discussion was
played withplay money that couldbeused topurchase prizesat the event.
focused on the unique problems facing black
women in the US.
One of these was making the distinction between the experience of black women in England, where the film
was made, and the experience of black women in the US.
Panelists pointedout that, in the early 20th century, Britain was
thought of as a safe haven for black writers and artists who could
not gain acceptance in the United States. That fact alone illustrates how vastly different the experiencesof the two cultures arc.
Panelists includedCarolUlbricht ofInformationServices,Kamal
Larsuel of University Relations, and Minty Nelson of the Minority Student Affairs Office.
Much of the conversation was focused on the unique problems
lacing black women in the United States.
One of these was the issue of body type, and how the media
defines what it means to be black and beautiful.
The discussion led to the assertion that successful black models,
such as Halle Berry and [man,often have delicate while features.
The panel said that this misrepresents what it means to be black
and beautiful.
The media's treatment, or mistreatment, of black women is
often biased. The panel pointed out that black actresses such as
Angela Bassctt are viewed as sexy, while others, such as Whoopi
Goldberg, don't get the opportunity to do love scenes.
Another issue addressedwas the subject of skin color, and what
role being light or dark skinned plays in the racism within the
black culture.
The Women's Center is currently paying tribute to Black History Month in other ways. The walls of it are covered in posters
paying homage to influential black women such as Alice Walker
and Toni Morrison.
Other Black History Month
events on campus include the
African American AlumniSummil, which will be held from 7
p.m. in 10 p.m. in the Campion
Ballroom Feb. 13. It is sponsored by the Associated Students
of African Descent
MADISON
(ASAD).
W
CUTS
On Saturday, February 22.
ASAD will also be sponsoring
(206) 292-1101
the First Annual Institute of
LLOYD STOKES
Black History, from 7:30 a.m.
to 9 p.m.,in the Paccar Atrium.
By Appointment Mon. -Fri. 7-5
The Second Annual Umoja
Call lor student discounts.
Ball, which is also sponsored
by ASAD. will be held on Sat1101 Madison, Lobby
urday March I,at 9 p.m. in the
Corner Madison & Boren
Seattle, WA 98104
Paccar Atrium.
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Annual Shaft dance turns
retro with sock hop theme
Nicole Kidder
StaffReporter

It is time to put on the thinking
caps again and start playingcupid
for your roommate. Shalt is on
Saturday night.
Beginningat 9 p.m.,music from
the 1950s will be driftingout onto
campus fromthePacaar Atrium, as
hundredsof studentsgo to "boogie
at

the hop."
This year's theme is "Rock

Around the Clock" and students
will feel like they have left their
world behind as they step into the
past 1950s, with images of Elvis
Presley, James Dean and Marilyn
Monroe, soda pop shops, poodle
skirls and Chcvys.
Thoughstudents arenot required
to dress up in50s attire,itis greatly
encouraged.
Shaft, an annual semi-formal

dance sponsoredby Residence Hall
Association, is designed for

rommates tohavefun at eachother's
expense. But becareful,more than
a few couples that have metatShall
have woundup married.
RonPrestridge,Directorof RHA,
attended the wedding of a Seattle
University couple last July that had
been set up together for a blinddate
to Shall.
RHA expectsa turnout of 400 to
500 people for the dance on Saturday. With the dance falling in a
three day weekend, and soclose to

v ulcntinc s Uliv jis vvcll, tnerc is *x

little apprehension, bul Prestridge
doesn't think that will affect the
attendance very much.
"We used toholdthe dance later
in the quarter
and we would
bring in over
600 students.
Because of

Dave Barrets, who willplayacouple
of sets of 50's music between sets
of popular dance music. Pictures
will also be provided with several

packages

the three day
weekend, we
get a lower
turnout, but it

reflectthetheme
of the dance.

is easier for
the crews to
set upand it is
easier to con"
tro I ,
Prestridge

said.
Drinking

also seems to
be one of the
tougher problems to deal with. For the dance,
security guards are brought in to
controlthe crowd.
For the first few years, drinking
in the bathrooms wasa huge problem, but Prestridge believes they
have it under control now. A female security guard is put on duty
so thatshe cancheck the girlsbathroom periodically.
Besides theextraprecaution with
the security guards, anyone that
looks100 intoxicatedwill not belet
inio thedance.Last year ten people
were turned away at the doors.
Music will be provided by DJ

to

choose from,
ranging from
$10 to $45. The
design for the
backdrop has not
beenchosenyet,
but promises to

Also, the first
400 people lo
walkthrough the

doorwillreceive
anold-fashioned
Coea-Colaglass.
At 10:30, an ice
cream sundae
bar willbeset up
in the middle of
the floor to go alongwith the rest of

theotherdeserts andrefreshments.
Ticket prices are $15 for couples
and $10 lor a single ticket. Tickets
will be on sale al the Columbia
StreetCafeduringlunch anddinner
and at the Campus AssistanceCenter in the SUB. RHA is also looking for volunteerslo help set upand
decorate tor the dance.
RHA is offering free tickets for
students who want lo volunteer for
three hours before the dance and
half and hour at the dance doing
things such as checking coats or

lakine tickets.
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Laurie Prince to assume
interim ASSUadvisor role permanent home
From page 1

Megan McCoid

Managin Editor
It may take the rest of the academic year to find someone to fill
Toni Hartsficld'sshoes at the Center forEvent Planningand Student

Activities.
SoLauriePrince,DirectorofNew

Student Programs, agreedto try on
one shoe for the next few months.
Prince is acting as an interim
advisorfor ASSUuntilHartsficld's
permanent replacement can be

found.
Toni Hartsfield, the former directorof CEPSA,left Seattle University on February 5 to take a job

offer at Bellevue Community College. She is currently the Director
ofStudent Programs at the school.
Among Hartsfield's duties as
CEPSA director was acting as
ASSU's staffadvisor.
According to Prince, Hank Durand, Vice President for Student

Development, asked her to consider taking on the advisor duties
after Hartsficld's departure.
"It's prettycommon,"Prince said
regardingthe request. "When(SU)
is trying tohave functions filledfor
an interim of time, they (administrators) ask someoneon campus."
For Prince, the job was not an
unfamiliar one. She advised the
student governmentat Westminster
College in Salt Lake City before
taking the New Student Programs
positionhere at SU.
Prince is also somewhat familiar
with ASSU, through associations
between theNewStudent Programs
office and the student government
throughbeginning-of-thc-ycar orientation activities.
"Wedepend on ASSU a lot in the
fall," Prince said. "We had some
connections,especiallythroughac-

tivities."
MeetingsbetweenHartsfieldand
Prince, along withit-lot of reading
and talking with students, have
helped withpreparationfor thenew
job, Prince remarked.
It has been only one week since

Ryan

Nishio / Photo Editof

Director of New Student Programs Laurie Prince became the
interim ASSU advisor after
Toni Hurtsfieldleft
jj
j j
for Bellevue
Community Collegeearlier thismonth.
Prince took over the advisor position, and she attended her first
ASSU meetingonly twonights ago,
on Tuesday. Prince already has a
plan about how to use her time at

ASSU.
"The students are pretty wellorganized,"Prince commented. "I
just want to be a support person,
and get them through therest of the

year, the new round of elections,
and Quadstock.

loranyonebetter,"Dubik remarked.
While Prince's appointment as
interim ASSU advisor is not permanent, she will serve there for an
indefiniteamountof time.
This is due to the review and
rchiring process of the CEPSA director position by Student Development.

"Itcouldbeas short as two months
or until July," Dubik said.

Prince anticipateshaving tospend
want them to feel like
therest olWinter Quarterand all of
they have to start all over again. I Spring Quarter as ASSU advisor,
want to be someone to step in and
which willadd to her alreadybusy
"I don't

help them accomplish goals," she
concluded.
"It'sallworking well," saidKatie
Dubik,ASSUExecutiveVicePresi-

dent. "We all miss Toni a great
deal, but Laurie is knowledgeable
and capable.
"As an interim, wecouldn't ask

schedule.
"There are definitely more
eveningmeetings.I'vebeen trying
to fit meetings for ASSU in whenI
have other meetings," Prince explained.
"I'll be pretty busy for the next
few months," she said.

Theft: drivers advised to take precautions
many of the prowls occurred during the early to mid afternoon, said

From pave 1
getting the numbers
down.
Themajority ofSU's
auto prowls
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Since then, ekght more autoprowls have beenreported.
Source: Safetry and Security

Despite the widely
held belief that prowls
occur at night, the daylight hours
can be just as dangerous. In fact,

Sletten.
Although the problem can't be

put away

irhasCD's,

On

|■..%.:'..■■■■■
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into haven't just been

"Anycar's fairgamc,
and theprowls have reflected that," Slctten

«

driv-

hideitems

Auto prowls

Also, the cars broken

and staff members, as

(First,
>

have oc-

curred along the east
side of campus, said

eliminated overnight, steps can be
taken to prevent them.

iok bags

d head
phones,
Sletten said.
"If you
can't take
them with
you, lock
them
in
trunk," he
added.
Another

thing people

can dois buy
an alarm, which can helpdeter po-

The radio station has been
steadily gathering the equipment,
music andmanpower tobeable to
makesuchexpansionsacrosscampus.
KSUB currently boasts a staff
of about 30 deejays, which have
access to an ever-growingCD library.
"We can compete with the big
alternative stations," Storey remarked. "We get new music the
same day they do."
The station also has access to
daily news from KIRO News,
whichissent toKSUB viafax and
read on the air by deejays.
But whilethe station has inventory,staffandlistenersinitsgrasp,
itwillremain onanAM frequency
The stationhas put in arequest
for anFM frequency assignment,
but according to Storey, the airwavesarejust too crowded to add
any more stations to the dial.
"There has not been a new FM
frequency since 1974," she said.
"We're low on the waitinglist.
Students in Campion and
Bellarmine can tune in to KSUB
on 1330 AM.

installed in the building, which is
coveringup the wiring ofKSUB's
carrier system, Storeyexplained.
Thewiringneeds toberearranged
before the signal can come in
clearly, which should be done by
next week, Storey said.
For now, Bellarmine andCampion will be the only places on
campus at which to hear KSUB.
Plans to broadcast into the Columbia Street Cafe, which were
brought up at the beginning of the
school year,have been scrapped.
"They're not too keen," Storey
said. "Butthere's alot ofpeople in
there,and it could getreally loud."
Instead ofplayingin the campus
cafeterias, then,KSUBis hopingto
set upspeakers in the game room
and meetingareathat is plannedfor
the basementof the SUB.
There wouldbea volumecontrol
available, according to Storey, so
that people can study or meet in a
comfortable setting.
"It would create a public area to
listen to (KSUB)," Storey commented.

.
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With our WAYLOW Spring Surf n'Shred fares, you can FLY to the sweetest
slopes or the hottestbeachesandhave cash left over to buy plenty of eats,even
your ownhotel room.With deals like these, you can live so large, your folks will
think you'reblowing your book money.Check Out Our Way LowFares:
To COLORADO SPRINGS' To The COASTS

Atlanta
Chicago/Midway
Dallas/Ft. Worth
Indianapolis
Washington, D.C/Dulles
Houston
Tulsa
Kansas City
Hew York/Newark
Oklahoma City
From The WEST
Phoenix
San Diego
SanFrancisco
Seattle
Los Angeles
Portland

(99*
(69*
(69*
(69*
(109*
(81**
(49**
(49**
(109*
(49**

I (49*
(69*
(69*
(79*
(69*
(79*

For More Information, Call
Western Pacific Reservations Today:

1-800-930-3030

or call your travel agent.
www.westpac.com

SURFFARES

SHREDFARES

From The EAST

Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
San Diego
San Diego
SanFrancisco
SanFrancisco
SanFrancisco

(139*
(99*
(139*
(99*
(159*
(149**
(129**
(59**
(139*
(119**

Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Orlando
Orlando

(159**
(149**
(149**
(149**
(139*
(159*
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WesternFkrficl

AIRLINES
Terms andConditions: All fares arebased onone-way traveland are subject tochange.Fares mustbe purchased
at time of booking."Fares are valid on night flights departingbetween the hours of 7:55 p.m. and7:20 a.m.
only and require a 14-dayadvance purchase. These fares are not valid on flightsdeparting at any other times.
"Fares require a 21-day advance purchase and are valid for designated off-peak travel times only.
Faresdo notinclude up to §12 inadditional Passenger Facility Charges. All purchases arenonrefundable. Changes
may bemade prior to scheduled departure time only for a $35 change fee,plusany increase innew fare.Failure
to notify Western Pacific of itinerary changesprior to departure time or no-show will result in total forfeiture
of payment.All fares and change fees are subject to change withoutnotice.Seats at alladvertised fares are
Pacific
limited and otherrestrictions may apply. © 1997 Western

Airlines
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Viscione: student contact a factor in decision
From page 1

but I've enjoyed it."

year with tentativeplans toreturn

Viscionchasfaced this year
as acting Provost is in deciding which areas of" the

One of the challenges

to teaching.
"The part of the job Ilike the

least, as a professor Ihad alot

of

contact with students and devel-

oped a lot of friendships...youjust
don't have the kind of student interactionas adcan,"Viscione said.
Viscione's teachingexperience
spans 21 years, which he spent at
Boston College and as an associate professor at HarvardBusiness

School.
Yet, as a tenured faculty mem-

ber at SeattleUniversity, Viscione
will have his first opportunity to
actually teach here in the fall of
1998.
"If Iteach, I'd teach here,"
Viscionesaid.

Although Viscione only anticipated taking theroleas Deanofthe
Albers School of Business for five
to seven years, he opted to stay
with the business school through
its recent accreditation.
Among the high points of his
time at SU is the formation of the
Albers Placement office, which
Viscione said demonstrates the
school'sdedication to student interests.

"The high spot is the strong faculty and staff team we've developed and the strong commitment
tostudents," Viscione said.
Viscione assumed the role of
acting Provost this year when Provost John Eshclman became acting Presidentuponthe resignation
of Father William Sullivan, SJ.
During this interim period,
Viscione's role as dean was assigned toacting deanFredDeKay.
As dean, Viscione advocated
lower tuition as well as construction of the new Student Union
Building, issueshealso tookup as
actingProvost.
Tm in a better position this
year to support things," Viscione
said. "It'sbeen achallengingyear,
ty^^WLM
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budget

to

scale back.

Viscione was responsible
for deciding whichareasin
the academicarenaofcampus to cut in this year's
budgetreduction of $Imil-

lion.
"People Ilike and respect, their positions were
cut and that hurt," stated
Viscione.

Approximately half of
the budget reduction this
yearcame from cutsin academicpositions,according
to Viscionc.

Viscionegraduated from
Boston College with a degree in business. He received twomastersdegrees
inbusiness and economics
from Boston Universityas
well as a doctorate degree

in economics.

IfViscione returns to the

Ryan Nishio

classroom, he willteachhis

specialty, finance.
He alsohas interest inresearch,
an aspect ofViscione'seducational
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career hehas not beenable to pursue as dean.
Viscionehaswrittensevenbooks

as well as over 20 articles about
financial management. Areas
Viscione may continue to research

as a faculty member include debt
financing, budgeting and financ-

ingof small businesses.

Student recounts political strife in Guatemala
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ActingProvost Jerry Viscione recentlyannounced that heis tentativelyplanning to return to teachingafter the 1997-1998 school year. Nextyear willbe Viscione's last as Dean of the AlbersSchool ofBusiness.
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Theplight ofcentral American people in their quest for
democracy came tolight Tuesday evening through Guatemalan DavidGuzman.
Guzman, a student at the
University of San Carlos of
Guatemala, came to campus
to tellof the currentproposals
to restructure theGuatemalan

government after the country recently ended 35 years of war. His
involvement in the Associationof
University Students puts Guzman
in a position to not only influence
thepolitical climate in Guatemala,
but to tell others about the recent
history of his country.
Speakingthrough an interpreter,
Guzmandiscussed the longhistory
of political oppression of the Guatemalan people,beginning with a
military dictatorship in the 19505.

He also related the history the
U.S. governmenthas in influencingthe political climateinthe central Amercian region. Guzman I
said, that although most Americans are not aware of it,the U.S.
government helpedre-establish a I
military dictatorship inGuatemala
in 1954 afteran uprisinghad forced
the militarygroup out of power.
Guzman will speak again Saturdayat the University Unitarian I
Church at 5 p.m.

New Year: students keep
traditional celebration alive
From page 1
good luck is needed.
"We ran into a problem with
planning this year," VSA secretary Thai Nguyen said. "We decided lo share the traditionallion

dance with SU after we learned
that the Vietnamese and Chinese
community had planned an event
on the same date as the annual
LunarNewYeardinnerand dance
held in the Campion Ballroom."
The sun illuminated a bright
yellow banner which read, "Chuc
Mung Nam Moi" (Vietnamese),
meaning,"Happy New Year."
The soundof clashingcymbols
followed and everyone gazed in
aweas theliondancers preparedlo
take theroleofthe lions. Thelion
dancers moved quickly and
abruptlyto the poundingdrumand
cymbols. Students backed away

as the lion lungedat them.
Although it lakes only two
people to operate a lion, it is not
easy bringing thelionlo life.Members of the West Seattle Winter
Center LionDance practice twice
a week to master the skill of
manuvering the lion's head and

tail.
Dancers frequently took turns
relieving one another throughout
the performance.
"The lion head, which weighs
ten pounds, must move quickly in
all directions," lion dancer Alton
Cheong said. "The tail must remainlow to the ground and move
exactlyas theperson operating the
head."
VSA secretaryThaiNguyenheld
plastic firecrackersdangling from
astick whileVSA presidentDaniel
Nguyen taunted the lions with offeringsenclosedin red envelopes.

As the lions made their way
down to the Student UnionBuilding,groupsofkids fromthe Avanti
ChildCareCenter screamedin excitement while others ran away
crying.
"They'rescary.butllike them!"
five year-old Coral Larson said.
Thirty days equal one monthin the
lunar calendar. This year the Lunar New Year was Feb. 7.
"It is interestingseeinghowother
culturescelebratetheir traditions,"

sophomore Kevin Bender said.
"These types of events arc
needed at SU in order lo reach a
better understanding of one another," VSA president Daniel
Nguyen said.
Several traditionsalsocelebrated

during the Lunar New Year include wearingnew clothesandbak-

jello-type dessert
ing a brown
"

called"uau forfamilyand friends.
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Encounters in
Adriana
Janovich
Staff Reporter
On a day of Hindu
celebrationcalled Puja
in Calcutta, India, a
twelve-year-old girl
named Mira grabbed
the hands of Seattle
University
senior

c

and helps raise funds

for the

A,

cosl of

airfare.

The club is based on
four pillars: service,
community, culture
and spirituality.
The cycle begins
each winter quarter
with the students who
just returned from
Calcutta collectingap-

plications of students
who wish to go in the

street and led her to a

During spring and
summer, applicants
prepare for the experi-

a dirt floor.
"My house! My
house!" she exclaimed.
Then she pointed to
a man in a trance-like
state sitting on the
floor.

C

ence by attending

meetings led by

"My pappy!" she

include

that is a five-minute
walk away from the
Mother House where
Mother Teresa lives;
Prcm Dan, a home for
sick and mentally ill
people; and Kalighat,
a home for the destitute and dying. Students often hear of
other volunteer oppor-

T
T

tunities through the

side volunteers from
all over the world with
Mother Teresa's Missionaries of Charity in
, Calcutta, during the
fall quarter of 1995.

night in particular when she was

Shishu
children's orphanage

Ciurcj a small piece of

A

SU's Calcutta Club,
supervised by the Volunteer
Center, was started twelveyears
ago by Neil Young, a former
employee. It is a nationally recognizedprogram that prepares
students for service inCalcutta

up of disabled children who will
most likely die or move into
adult homes when they grow
older.
"I learneda lot about the ability of the human spirit, but I
also saw a lot of pain.Ilearned
a lot of times all you have is
your faith in God," McArthur

ready volunteered in
Calcutta.
Students spend fall

Bhavan, a

coconut in a

divided into two sections. One
part is madeup of healthy children who will probably get
adopted.The other part is made

said.

volunteer

Miraoffered Pharris-

gift," Parris-Ciurej remembered. "She had
nothing, but she gave
me this piece of coconut. Ithink of her now
and wonder what her
life is like a year later."
Pharris-Ciurcjis one
of a group of SU students who traveled to
India to work along-

stu-

a lot more time there."
McArthur, an ecologicalstudies major, volunteered at Shishu
Bhavan whereshe worked with
disabledchildren.The home is

dents who have al-

quarter inCalcuttavolunteering. Places to

said.

shell.
"It was anincredible

McArthur, who volunteered in
quarter of 1996. "It is
completely hot and noisy. Everything smells, and things lake

the fall

Anastasia PharrisCiurcj. Excitedly, the
girl pulled her into the
small lean-to made of
plastic and wood with

lack of the senses," said Megan

Mother House.
When they come
back in the winter, students help with the ap-

plication process for
the next group of students.

student's expein Calcutta is different,
en the plane lands, students
through a change in culture
and are on their own to find a
place to slay.
"The first thing is like an at-

fEach
ice

McArthur remembered one

socializing with other volunteers. "We ordered pizza one
night for about 500 rupees, and

then realized that it would've
paid for a child to go to school
for year. That's the paradox of
the city."
Pharris-Ciurejalso workedat
Shishu Bhavan and taught English and math at the Ghandi
Welfare Center, where she met
Mira.
"The first week I remember
feeling sorry for them, but then
Irealized they have an infinite
capacity of love for other

people.It really challenged the
way I thought of happiness,"
she said.
Dirk Kehr, a senior religious
studies major, spent fall quarter of 1 996 volunteeringat Prcm
Dan with the destitute and dying. He spent about ten days at
a leper colony outside of

Calcutta.
"It had a great impact on me,"

Photo Courtesy of Anastasia

Lynn Herink hugs kidsfrom anEnglish class she taughtin Calcutta.
by Western standards."
The trip is planned for fall
quarterbecause it is after monsoon season, but the streets of
Calcutta still flood with occasional rains. Dark, murky water fills theroads andmanholes

beingparticularly waryof meat.
It also recommends that
womenusually feel more comfortable when they do not wear
mini-skirts or shorts.
"Everyone who has been
through the program has

are opened

changed.Itis a major life event.

to

help drain the

excess water.
One day as
Phar r i s

another SU
volunteer,

Lynn Herink,
were leaving
work, it began to rain.
One moment
she
was

crossing the
street behind
a man, and

the next she
had fallen up
to her waist in
an open, un-

marked manhole.
sudden Ijust
said. "Lynn
me

caught

Kehr said. "They own literally
nothing and sleep in a ware- startedlaughhouse, but they are exception- ing hilariIt
allyhappy people even though ously.
they live a rather odd lifestyle didn't really

Photo Coutesy of Anastasia

There's noquestion about that,"
saidMark Long, the new Volunteer Center

streets of Calcutta are filled

with rickshaws, taxis, buses,
cars,people,and animals."It is
really crazy," Herink said.
"There is no apparent order."

Living in Calcutta is relatively cheap. Room at a guest
house or hotel costs about $2 to

$5 a night, depending on the
accommodations. Usually
breakfast is included or can be
added for a small fee. The

Mother House also provides
breakfast, usuallyconsistingof

"
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molly McCarthy / Spectator

Three members of "X-Team contemplate the correct answer while competing in the College
Bowl,aJeopardy I-jryfetrivia tournamentsponsoredbyResidential Life. "X-Team" wasdefeated
"
by ?, "which wenton to win the tournament. Themembers of"?" expressedinterest in taking
their game to thenationallevel.

Pharris-Ciurej

An olderchildholdsher youngersister on the streets
of Calcutta.

occur until later how scary it
was."

.j

Pharris-Ciurej

bread and fruit. Lunchand dinner at restaurants usually costs
around $3 to $6 dollars a day.
"It was cheaper than going to
school," Pharris-Ciurej said.
Precautionssuch as immunizations need to be taken before
the trip. Diseases such as polio
and malaria, which are treatable here in the United States,
are a problem in Calcutta.
Once there, it is important to
be cautious about what to eat.

TheCalcutta Club recommends

Coordinator.

McArthur, Pharris-Ciurej,

and Kehr agree:
"It was the hardest thing I've
ever done and the hardest thing
I'll ever do," McArthur said.
"It was probably the most difficult,

but by far the most en-

hancing,experienceofmy life.
One year after the trip, Iam
still realizingthings about myself and the work Idid there,"

Pharris-Ciurej said.
"It was the best thing I've
ever done," Kehr said. "I found
the work to be very fulfilling. It

was a very purposeful existence. The intensity of Calcutta
is so strong."
The Calcutta Club presented
threeslide shows onFeb. 7, 10,
and 11 and answered questions
about their experiences.
Applications for fall quarter
1997 volunteers are dueMarch
6 in the Volunteer Center on
the second floor of the Student
Union Building.
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Washington,
DC gets on
its knees
JAMES FIGUEROA
Features Editor
Last week, Seattle University
junior Valeric Farrisdid something that many other people including herself - had done
before, and prayed for a better
world. However, she went all
the way to Washington, D.C. to
do it.
Farris was one of two college
students from Washington stale
invited to attend the National
Prayer Breakfast, an annual
event that includes the President, Vice-President, Speaker
of the House, senators, representatives,

other politicians

theNaonal Stu-

:adership's
ission, ac-

)rding

to
to
tudy how to
1 1 cgr a t c

irris,

is

faith and valinto lead-

ts

ship posiworld andorditions.It's not
about power,
nary citizens.
Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
The event,
but serving
the people
held lastThurs- ValericFarris tookpartin theNationalPrayerBreakfast.
you lead.
day and attended by 4,000 people, is "They're not trying to evange"It's trying to build leaders
meant to be a sort of mass con- lize. They're focusing on the
in life," she continued. "The
fessionaland rally for hope.The lifeof Jesus as a man that people goal is people who are leaders
various leaders, foreign anddo- agree on - that he led the most in their lifestylerather than just
mestic, are there to ask for the remarkable life."
a position."
strength and support to be good
Many of Ihe leaders present
Farris was chosen to go to
leaders, basing their model of Washington as a representative at the event did have official
leadership on the life of Jesus. for the National Student Lead- positions, however,giving them
"Peoplefrom all sorts of reli- ership. She was accompanied a different type of leadership
gious backgrounds wereable to by Kari Weeden, a high school role. Farris especiallynoted the
be there," Farris said, empha- friend who is attendingPacific difference in the popular views
sizing that the event was not Lutheran University. (The or- of well-known politicians and
meant to focus on Christianity. ganizationhad been looking for her impressions of their actual
personalities.
"Every single [politician]
from around the

who came up to me said 'pray

SEE THE WORLD.
SEE YOURSELF
INA NEW LIGHT!
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recognitions oftheir shortcomings. They're normal people,
they just believe different
things than we do."

Farris also recalled how surprising it was to see BillClinton
hugging Newt Gingrich, although she did not meet cither
of them.
"It was awesome to see what
barriers broke down," she said.
"A major theme was Jesus' love
for people. One of the things

Seattle
Language
Academy

Not everyone saw it this way
however.In an article and opinion pieces covering the event,
The Washington Post seemed
to focus on Clinton's remarks
lamenting the shortcomings of
both politicians and the media,
painting him and everyone at
the event as hypocrites.
"People that weren't there
only took snippets of the whole
thing about getting even,"
Farris complained. (At one
point, Clinton talked about the
propensity to take action only
as retribution for the action of
another person or group.) "He
didn't attack [the media], they
just took part of what he was
saying."
One thing that bothFarris and
The Washington Post mentioned was a story that Hillary
Clinton related. During the
event, a man approched the first
lady and apologized to her.
When asked whathe was apolo-

gizing for, the man confessed

that he had made personal remarksabout her becausehe dis-

agreed withher politics. Hillary
Clinton later wished that she
to the man in

had apologized
turn.

Farris also noted that much
ofthe day was spent on improving relationships with people.
"Theyemphasized reallygelting to know people," she said.
"You become acquainted with
a lot of people throughout life,
but many times you don't really get to know them."
The prayer breakfast is not an
original idea created by Washington, D.C. According to
Farris, prayer breakfasts actu-

ally originated in Seattle, and
spread throughout Congress
until finally arriving at theU.S.
capital. They are still held on v
regular basis weekly on a
more locallevel.But for Farris,
the most important location for
such an event was where it was
held last week, what she called
the most expensiveand divided

city in the country.
At onepoint during the event,
she attended something called
the Urban Network Meeting,

having somereservations based

Coca-Cola
MEMORABLEMOMENT: To be trusted andtreated as a member of the
family by the farmers with whom Iworked
STEREOTYPE IFACED: People thought Iwas the son ofBruce Lee. It was
difficult convincing them Iwas not!

PEACE CORPS, THELARGEST
EMPLOYER OF COLLEGEGRADS!

Clinton told us was that if everyone there went out andmade
it a mission to love people, we
could really change the world.
He really challenged us to

on the name and no idea what it
was about.
"There were people from all
walks of lite there, from lawyers to street people, and they
wereall there to pray for DC.It
was an uplifting of humanity."
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» TOEFL Preparation
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♥Writing Essentials
♥Current Events

Classes Start February18
34015thAye.E. ♥Seattle
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A NEW ROCK-STYLE WORSHIP EVENT
WHEN: Every Sunday at 6:00 pm
WHERE: Trinity Lutheran Church
1200 10th Avenue East
(just north of Broadway on CapitolHill)
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Masters meet at TAM
werecharactcrizcdbyaperiodcallcd
Modernism, which was primarily

concerned with daily life and landscapes. Painters such as Casas,
Camarasa,and Norell used subjects
suchas streetpeople andgypsies,as
well as lush landscapes, to emphasize the importance and uniqueness
ofCatalanculture.
Later, during the early 1900s, a
new theory began to dominate,
Noucenlism.
This movement emphasized the

What's Happening

wide-spreadCatalandesirefororder
through a renewedinterestinclassical form.
AfterFranco's success inSpain's
civil war,political rage look formin
innovativenewmovements likesur-

Rare visit from Ong scholar
featured at this year's Sharon
James Memorial Lecture
Dr.PaulSoukup,S.J..AssociateProf.,DepartmentofCommunicationUniversity ofSanta Clara,is scheduled tobe thefeatured speaker
at the 1997 SharonJamesMemorialLecture. Dr.Soukup is aforemost
scholar on the work of Walter J. Ong, S.J. and editor of the book
"Media Consiousness, & Culture." His topic will be"The Real of
Virtual: Communication Technology inFosteringCommunity."Thts
annual event is held in the fond memory of Dr. Sharon James, cofounder of the Communications Department who diedin 1993 from
a rare vascular disease. The event is scheduled from 4:30 p.m. to 6
p.m.in the CasyCommons on the sthfloorof the CaseyBuilding.For
more information,please contact the Department ofCommunication
at 296-5340.

"Are all the people mad?"
No, not madlike angry, mad like nuts, crazy, loony.Well, you'd
have tobe a couple tacos short ofa combination plate notto getin line

for "TwelfthNight" tickets. TheSeattle UniversityFine Arts Department, Drama Division proudly presents one of Shakepeare's most
famous tales of desire,deception and double-vision.Directed by Xi

'Gottberg, this classic will be performed "in theround" with original
music byJim Ragland andsceneryandlightingbyCarol Wolfe Clay.
Thecast can onlyget to Illyria byshipwreck but you can justpick up
a ticket at theFine Artsoffice. Performancesare scheduled for Feb.
24-March 1 atBp.m.andonMarch2at2:3op.m.intheVachonßoom.
For moreinformation call 296-5360.

realism.
Undoubtedly, the surrealist portionofthisshow,especially Daliand
Picasso, arc the highlights. Spectators jammed up around Dali's selfportrait and Freudian dream-like
paintings.
As Andre Breton said in1924, the
surrealists' goal was to move beyond "all control exerted by
reason...|and] all aesthetic or moral
TAM isfeaturing wonderful work like this paintingbyMini.

SUSAN MEYERS
Staff Reporter
One of the major questions
throughout historyhas beenwhether
to place more emphasis on the individual or society. This question is
also true of art.
Today, we usually think of art as
sell-expression.This definitionhas
existed in Western culture lor only
thelast200 years, or since theageof
Romanticism.
Beforethe 18thcentury,however,
art wasproduced for more social
reasons.
So, the question remains, is art a
socialexercise or individual expression, and will the two evermeet.
Well, on a small scale, the two
have met in the Catalan culture (a
Spanish sub-culture),and the result

is "CatalanMastersof the 20thCentury" a new exhibit at the Tacoma
Art Museum.
Thiscolorful collectionincludes
many genres and artistic theories
andincludes works byCatalan greats
such asDali,Picasso, andMiro.Itis
a wonderfultourol theartistic movements of thelast century.
Historically,Catalonia( locatedin
eastern Spain on theMediterranean
Sea) has struggled to maintain its
sense of regionalpride and identity.
Againand again,itsseparatist naturehas beenthreatenedby suchacts
as Franco's banof the Catalan language. However, by maintaining

theirpride,Catalans havealsomaintainedtheir identity.
Arthas beena major aspect of the
Catalan struggle torremanculturally
independentofSpain.The late 1800s

preoccupations."
Clearly,sucha pursuit reflects not
only a reaction to the 18lh century's
emphasis on reason but also to
Spain's switch to Fascism.
Daliand theothersurrealistsdefinitely succeeded in continuing the
Catalantraditionol blendingart and
culture, and throughout this exhibit,
itis clear that theseartistsare speaking lor themselves and for theirculture.

Further, the art succeeds on anotherlevel: time.
Whether it beaportraitby Nonell
or oneofDali'ssurrealdream-landscapes, these paintings and sculptures still speak to us.
The struggle to maintain cultural
identity produces artists trying to
express pride, both in himself and

his culture.
If the test of time is the ultimate
goalofart, then thisexhibit is alively
exampleofcreative success.

Sophomore sets sights for success
Donald mabbott
Arts andEntertainment
Editor
Who says you can'l accomplish
anything by the time you're a

sophmore.
Well, who ever it was,
.didn't talk to Humanities
major Ben Brannen.
Brannen isin theMatteo
Rtcci program at Seattle
University and has been

One year and several drummers
later, Branncn is back with a new
name and the best line-up yet.
Brannen takes on the guitar and

songwritingchores.Jason Mcßride
growls out a meanleadvocal while
Pal Nelson,(bass) and veteranEden
Hellstcin (drums) hold down the

working with his band,
Seven-O, since 1994.
You may remember

Brannenas thehighvoltage
guitarist lor last years

Battle oldieBands winner,
Backyard Grin.They went
Photo courtesy of Ben
on to kick serious butt at Seven-0atMOE's
Quadstock "96.
rhythm section.
It was a big year for Brannen.
Brannen is proud of Seven-O"s
the
CD
"SuWith
band's demo
percool" underhis belt, Brannense- all-ages followinghere in theNorthwest, touting the Bellevue/Kirkland
cured a live-yearmanagement conareaas their stomping grounds.
tract with Darren Lewis ManageThe band has played several
ment and an opening spot with
eastside venues,and theSeattlecirEverclear.

cult, including theCrocodileCafe.
"The show withEverclear wasthe
best," Brannensaid.
"We didn't evenhave to ask the
crowd to come closer. The lights
went downand they all

rushed the

Brannen is bankingon
the exitement Seven-0
generates on stage lo
through on their
v CD due out in mid>ruary.
We took
Supercool' back into
the studio,"Brannensaid.
"We added a lew songs
andremasteredit."
The result sounds is a
sprinkle ofBush, a touch
Brannen
of Sunny Day RealEs
tate and a lotof origina
talent. Mix well and crank it.
BenBrannen has accomplished ;
lot because he works at it.
Witness Brannen and Seven-O
tearin' itup at the Colour Box as the
evening'sheadlincrFebruary 19.8 l
onthelookout for their newCD too
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Considering Attending
Law School?
INFORMATION SESSIONS IN SEATTLE AND PORTLAND!

Seattle, Washington

Portland,Oregon

Monday, February 24,1997
University ofWashington.
Husky UnionBldg,. Rm. 1068

Tuesday,February 25,1997

4:00-6:00 pm

PortlandState University
Smith Memorial Center. Rm 290
1825 S. W. Broadway
4:00-6:00 pm

Meet Admissions Representatives from:

"

California Western Schoolof Law

san Diego. California

" GoldenGale University School of Law
San Francisco. California
"
Gonzaga University School of Law
Spokane. Washington
" Lewis & Clark College
Northwestern Schoolof Law

Portland. Oregon
" McGeorge School ofLaw.
University of thePacific
"

"

Sacramento, California

Pepperdine University School of Law

Malibu. California
SantaClara University School of Law
Santa Clara, California

" Seattle University School of Law
Tacoma. Washington
"
Southwestern University
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Lights! Camera! On with the showtunes!

Rveeny

Donald Mabbott

Todd.

In the play, a dubious couple
yeusedthelocal populaceforpie
fill ing and thencompare(he flavors
in song.
A personal favorite was "Sunday." an incredibly dissonant and
difficult piece from Sunday in the
Park with George by Steven

Arts andEntertainment
Once again the Seattle University Chorale Department has done the impossible.
They'veoutdone themselves.
"'Broadway andMadison V" (otherwise known as the
"Showtunes Concert")playedtocrowdedPigottAuditorium audiences for three shows this past weekend.
The universal appeal ol Broadway showlunes, hoth
new and old, was respectfully matched by the sheer
enthusiasm of this year's cast.
This collageofstudentsand staff was called upon lo
do more complicated dance moves and choregraphy

Sondheim.

than everbefore.
Thisis not easy.
Comparable,maybe
to boxing.
Try it.
Dance to a favorite song. Memorize all the words.
Now sing (inthe right key,please) while youdance.
It's hard, isn't it?
Now try to do it inperfect synchronization with20
otherpeople.Oh, dont forgetthere's 3()()of yourpeers, The cast oj "BroadwayandMadison V make it look easy.
faculty and staff watching, closely.
Man. A crowd pleascr from the start, this tongue twister
Now do it for two solidhours...
...with a smile!
involvedthe mens east pantomiming themovement ofa train
This show was definitelya testament to the courageit takes whiletelling a story through wordsthatmimmickthe sounds
to stretch academicand artistic boundaries.
and speedof the train.
singing
started
with
a
R.J.
Tancioco
Al'terclassicselectionsfrom PeterPan and Fiddleron the
playful
The show
"Willkommen," a saucy number fromCabaret.
Roof, co-directors Lise Mann and Joseph Tancioco got the
This was followed up by "Rock Island" from The Music audience roaring with a renditionof "A LittlePriest" from

The second act included songs
from the hit new musicalRent.
It's great to see this group effectivelypulloff themodernschtickas
well as the classics. It was easy to
see the excitement on their laces
and it continued into songs from
Joseph and the Amazing
TechnicolorDreamcoat and"Vampire,"a song fromanother new musical, Bootlegger.
Ryan

Nishio / Photo Editor

This seductive

showcased

tune

the talent of the womens cast and

featured the performance skills of
Maureen Britt, PreciousButiuand Kirn Waller.
Kudos to directorsMann and Tancioco, who had invaluable support from Fine Arts Dean Carol Wolfe Clay and
Choir Director Dr. Joy Sherman.
"BroadawayandMadison V"has set astandardthat willbe
hard to matchin thecoining years,but the SUChorale department is known for rising to a challenge.

SU rap producer knows the dope on beina "dope"
DONALD MABBOTT
Arts andEntertainment
Editor
Welcome to Rap 101.
Beforejudgement,before preconception,maybe a little education is
in order.

Hip-Hopis a lifestyle.
Rap is a product of that lifestyle.
Clothes, hair, attitudeand rap are
defined by environment.
How "real" a rapper has got the
guts to gel, defines respect.
Respect is earned by "keeping it
real" to that environment.
Thisisn't a game, this is a faction
of society, that haspioneered trends
in recorded music, sportswear and
the film industry world-wide.
Accoring to SU Senior Damisi
Velasquez, rap as we know it has
made it'slast rhyme.
The22 year-oldMarketingmajor
has been a producer with Tribal
Music Inc., a local independentrap

label, for nearly two years. And,
while Tribal hasbeen around since
the early '90s, Velasquezseesa long
roadahead inreturningthepurity of
rap's message back to the people.
The representationof rap by the
mediaand by thelabels that exploit
their artists has fueled the funeral
pyre with last cash and has made it
easy for some prime talent to lose
what is "real" and to lose respect.
"A lot of (current) rap is of material content, $6(X) bottles of champagne,drivin' aMercedes overhere
and wearin' Versace clothes,"
Velasquez said. "The rappers that
are actually making a million dollars, you cancount onyour hand."
Velasquez, while finding it difficult, is eager to spin how he and
Tribal Music expect to impact rap;
locally and globally. After listening
to "Do theMath," Tribal's newCD,
it is clear that the messageis "real."
Working class folks, with "real"
troubles, maintaining "real" ethnic

ircialized)

gs, talkin'
' aboutthe dinthatthey
md they rereallyauthenticabout
Velasquezsaid."What'smaking
commercializationsobad is that
peopleareactuallytrying to livethat
lifestyle. Thereare artists in Seattle,
not to mention LA and New York,
thai are runnin' around shooting
people in the nameot makin' themThisis Velasquezbig disappoint-

Helets themessageofTribal come
through the voicesand visionofthe
talent on "Do theMath."
Photo

pride, comes through with every
song.
"Our [Tribal Music] job is a lot
more difficult," Velasquezsaid."Because,rap music is on its way down
becauseits socommercial.Nobody's

Join Pathways for the fourth annual Art Fest, a
celebration of art and creativity at S.U.
Thursday, February 27th, S.U.B.

If you are interested in submitting your visual art
work or performing poetry/music, pick up a form
at the C.A.C. or the Pathways office, S.U.B. 207.
The deadline for submitting work is

#

February 17th.

courtesy

of Tribal Music Inc.

Thecoverofthe "Do theMath"CD lends creedence to Tribal's message.
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#

now arc !hc thugs, (he

t Coast thugsand theWestCoast

looking to create, to make somethingoriginal,everybodyjust wants
to be the next "big act," whatever
that is."
What that is, in some cases, has
been acts such as "Public Enemy,"
Snoop Doggy Dogg and the late
TupacShakur's raphascollectively
been a little too real.
GangstaRapsymbolizedthe man
on the street.

Surrounded by
danger in an ur-

Jjkm

*7^

%^^T

ban jungle takin'

careol'businesas
best as he can.
Sometimes that
means growingup
in a rough

Rappers like "The Ghetto Children," LA's

"Narcotik" and "Phat

Mob"make up a 24 song compilation of listenable, inspirational rap
that returns to its roots.
Stories and sermonsofempowerment and peace unfold on several
outstandingtracks.
Thisis amore laid back soundthan
what may be immediately
associated with rap. Velasquez
coins this as "Northwest" rap a

—

sound outside of the standard
categorization
of East Coast,
West Coast,or
Chicago rap.

Whatevcrthc
whalprice,

label, at

Ethe

umers can

i to discern

betweenwhatis
cnvironmment,
possibly dealing
"real"and what
or taking drugs,
is not.
Tribal Music
carrying a weapon
Ryan Nishio / photo editor
may be responand seeing some
Damisi Velasquez
sible for helping
pretty nasty shit.
The problemlies in those who try newartistsand newaudiencesmake
to make this their reality when they
that decision with a more educated
may be far removed from such a ear.
lifestyle andunpreparedlorthe conListen for Damisi Valesquez and
"Do the Math" on this Friday's
sequences.
"The acts that areblownup (com- KSUB afternoon show.
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We want in
The day is last approaching and our futures are on the line. One
of the single most important meetings lacing the university is set
to be held a week from today. But something is missing.
On Thursday, Feb. 20, the Seattle University Board of Trustees
will come together to approve or amend the administration's
proposed budget for the 1997-1998 school year. They will have
the final say in how large the budget will be, how much tuition
will increase next year, and how many and whose jobs will be
eliminated. In short, every department and every student will feel

the decision they come
unemployment line.

to,

either in a pocketbook or in the

And while some may be left shouting the much-used movie
battle cry "show me the money," we at the Spectator will be
yelling, "show us the process!"

—

It's a long-standing tradition at SU to invite only one student to
the trustees' meeting the ASSU president. And while Troy
Malhcrn will certainly do his best to be a student advocate, it
wouldbe a gross overstatement to say that the trustees arc actually
going to spend the time necessary to respond to student needs. A
solitary representative,no matter how determined, can't possibly
be an equal participant in a gathering of purposeful administrators
and trustees. And even given all the time in the world, Mathern
isn't going to be able to represent all the students.
That, in and of itself, is a problem, but we at the Spectator aren't
even trying to demand more student representatives. We aren't

asking that we be allowed to join in the discussion. We wouldn't
presume to know all the concerns of all the students, and we
wouldn't make demands on behalf of ourselves or other students.

All we want is

to listen.

We're not asking to be a voice for the students. We arc asking
to be allowed to observe the trustees' meeting, so we have an
opportunity to present factual information to the university as a
whole. We think it'stime students, staffand faculty beallowedto
see what goes on in these meetings and why certain decisions arc
reached. Our reporteror reporters would abide by the open meetings rule of Washington, which basically states that we wouldn't
betray areas of extreme confidentiality, such as dismissal cases.
There is nothing to be lost by opening the meeting to the
Spectator. It isn't our intention to disrupt the process or put any
confidential information inprint. We just believe that the university community has a right to know how the decisions that will be
impacting campus next year were reached.

"Show us the process!"

Letter to the Editor:

Ebonics debate not simply
a matter of language
Ifind it rather interesting that
Mr.Balasbas had to look back 15
years to find support tor his

assertion that Ebonics is "inner
city slang," rather than a language
(Spectator,Feb.6). Also, the
sourcehe used was noneother
than RonaldReagan, whokicked

off his second presidential
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Teri Anderson,
Megan McCoid and Staci McDaniel. Signed commentaries
and cartoons reflect the opinions of the authors and not
necessarily thoseof The Spectator, thatof Seattle University or
its student body.
The Spectator welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should
be no more than 300 words in length and must include signatures,addresses and telephonenumbers forverification during
daytime hours. The deadline for letters is Wednesday at3 p.m.
All letters are subject to editing, and become property of the
Spectator.Sendletters via campus mailorthepostal service to:
The Spectator, Seattle University, 900 Broadway, Seattle, WA
98122, or send e-mail to spectator@seattleu.edu.
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campaign at the birthplace of the
XXX,attacked affirmativeaction,
and started the "War on Drugs,"
which to its victims is more of a
"War onBlack
People."
IMMim
Maybe wecan
bring this discus-

sion into the '90s.
Last month, the
Linguistic Society
of America

adopted a
resolution which
says thai Ebonics
is "systematic and

understandone another.However, John Ward's columnalso
tails to explain the crisis facing
education in Oakland and around
the country. "The Oakland Bouri
of Education has obviously
suggested a way to improve
scholastic output, so why not try
it?" hardly justifies a pedagogica
method, as explained byMr.

Ward.
Blaminglanguage for black

students' problems in school
shifts attention
away from the
real causes of

The Oakland
School Board is
using Black
English as a
smoke screen

black under

—

achievement

poverty, school

spending on
supplies and
materials, low

pay for teachers

rule-governed like all speech

md large class sizes, just to name

varieties," andcalls the decision
ofthe Oakland School Board
"linguisticallyandpedagogical ly

itew.

sound."The LSA asserts that the
distinctionbetweenlanguages
and dialects is usually made more
on social and political grounds
than onpurely linguistic ones,

and so making suchdistinctions
is essentially pointless.
For example,different varieties
of Chinese are popularlyregarded
as dialects, though their speakers
cannot understand each other, but

speakers ofSwedish and Norwegian, which are regardedas
separatelanguages,generally

What has gotten lost in the
Jebate on Ebonics is the fact that
■acismis a main barrier to black
—
idvancement not Ebonics.

When well-dressed black secret
— whodo speak
Standard English can't get
;erved in aDenny's restaurant,
;ervicc agents

—

acism, not the way that they talk,
s the reason. Also,Martin Luther
Cinq, Jr., as weas most of the

Uhers of the CivilRights
Movementof the 60s, were wellducated, many were middle
lass, and spoke Standard
inglish, yet still faced racism on

the job.They were victims of
racist attacksthathad nothing to
do withhow they talked.
In late January,Ray Haynes, a
Republican state senator in
California, introduced abill
attacking Ebonics as "bad
English" which"should neither
be taught in the classroom or
accommodatedthere," and
announcedthat he is launching a
national campaign against Black
English. Haynes is being supportedby right-wing groups
which previously backed the antiimmigrantProposition187 and
raised money to defend the L.A.
cops who were convicted of
beatingRodney King.
In the face of attacks like this,
we must reject theracist myth
that Black English is linguistically inferior to so-called
Standard English, and defend the
legitimacy ofprograms which use
knowledge of the structure of
Black English as an educational
tool.We can do so while acknowledgingthatsuch problems
arc only a liny step by themselves
and will not solve the crisis in
—
education just as a small
increase in unpaid family leave
will not end exploitation.
And we can do so while
exposing the way in which the
Oakland School Board is using
theBlack English issue as a
smoke screen to hide its failure to
address far more serious ques-

—

tions like class sizeand
hopelessly inadequatefacilities.
Lian Schmidt
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Pro-Life means anti-woman Child's life should be focus
as this one to exert influence over

Despite the fairly dramatic setback of seeing their issue lose its

lawmakers.

campaign topicality,anti-abortion
activistsnevertheless arc still waging a waron women,and now this
war has globalimplications.A bill
that is set to be introduced in Congress would remove funding for
familyplanningand contraceptives
from UnitedStalesaid packages to
disadvantaged countries. People
and politicians who support this
bill fail toreali/.e that inmany third

Ifmaking family planning available to womenin third worldcountriesseemslogical then not making
contraceptivesavailabletoStem the
spread ofdiseasein thosecountries
wouldseemhomicidal.Wellthis is
exactly what the religious right
seeks todoinforeignnations. They
oppose distributionofcondomsand
other tools for diseasecontrol (includingeducation);yetinthose very
countries the risk Of AIDS is the
highest and spreading the fastest.

JOHN WARD
Spectator Columnist

world nations there are no viable
resources forpreventingpregnancy
and the spread of venereal disease.
Rescinding these typesofprograms
is only going to lead to more unwantedpregnancies and thefurther

that are doing the poorest financially also have the highest birth
rates in the world,and in these same
areas the status of women is lackingthemost. Studiesdone bymany
leading economists seem to suggest thatthere isadirect correlation
between all three factors. Women
beingdeniedequal status with men
leads to higher birth rates and a
largerpopulationwhichcrowds job
markets resulting in higher unemployment and less productivity.
This cycle must be stopped and
eversince the end of theBush Administration the United Stales has
been doingan admirablejobat this

spread of diseases such as AIDS;
which has reached near epidemic
proportions in some African and
Asiancountries. Opponentsoffamily planning programs often base
their claims on religious or moral
philosophies, yet they fail to take
into account the feelings and circumstances suiroundinga woman
whohas to bear anunwanted pregnancy. These zealots are not prolife as theysoclaim, butrather antiwomanand anti-life.
According to UnitedNations reports on population and economics, the areas of Africa and Asia

task. Unfortunately, the

What this amounts

to is

genocide

by a group callingthemselvesprolife. This moniker hardly seems

appropriate.
The fact thatanti-abortion groups
are in actuality helping to ruin
people'slivesinother countries (in
addition to this one) is not overwhelmingly apparent in their bravado. The only glimpses of the
lengths to which these people will
gois occasionallyseen whenabortionclinics arc bombedor shot at,
usuallyin the name of saving lives.
Passage of legislation denying
womenin foreign countries access
to birthcontrolis thereforeimmoral

and wrong.
make up of Congress has allowed
John Ward is a freshman
peoplewithextremist agendassuch majoring political
in
science.
current

Letter to the Editor:

Pot smoking benign compared to TV
It was with considerable emotional growth" and challenge anyone to show me a
interest that I
read Fr. Joseph "relationship impairment" person wholives up to his orher
McGowan's letter to theeditor in without being pretty darned potential.
Emotionally immature pot
theFeb. 6issueoftheSpectator,a arbitrary aboutthematter.Itwas
letter that is, on balance, a real disappointment to see Fr. smokers?Anti-socialpot smokers?
supportive ofyour columnist Jay McGowan repeat thelibelon pot Depressed, unfulfilled, slovenly
Balasbas' anti-pot diatribeof the smokers perpetratedby an outfit pot smokers?Somewhere among
liketheNationalInstitute onDrug thosemillionsofAmericanreefer
weekbefore.
Never in my numerous Abuse, a highly politicized aficionados there must be a few.
But how 'bout accomplished
conversations with Fr McGowan organization that can hardly be
hashegivenmereasontoquestion considered anunbiased source.
pot smokers? Responsible pot
Jay Balasbasknows people smokers?Creative,kind,dynamic
hisgenuineconcernforthehealth
andwell-beingofthestudents.Fr. whoselives are a mess, he says, potsmokers?Millionsandmillions
McGowan may be a credulous and those people smoke pot. Fr. ofem,and mostI've metmakefor
soul, but atleast he's sincere.
McGowan is abitless harsh; he fine company.
correct
in
says
Among the common
Fr. McGowan is
thatthepotsmokersheknows
observingthat marijuana posesa fail to live up to their potential. I behaviors that can mess up a
threat to cardiovascular health. don't doubt any of that, but I'm person's life (drinking, television
Thepreferredmethodofingestion certainthatiftheygavethematter viewing,church attendance),pot
is smoking, and that, after all, deeper consideration, they both smoking is relativelybenign. As
can'tbegoodfor aperson.ButI'm could think of folks who never Mr. Balasbas and Fr. McGowan
still trying to figure out how we touchmarijuana andwhoselives have made clear, debates on
can measure for "stunted are a mess nonetheless. And I marijuana typically become so
—
Letter to the Editor:

.

Abortion is one of the most
divisive and interesting issues in
American society today. Countless hours have been spent by

bothsides ofthe issue to promote

their beliefs. We have the 'pro
choice' movement andthe 'right
to life' movement. The 'pro
choice' movement believesthat a
woman's right to choose is the
most important right in this de-

bate. The 'right to life' movement believes that the baby's life
in thewombis the most important
factorin thisdebate. Atthe center
of the entiredebateis whether or
not the life of a human person
begins atconception orat birth. I
am 'pro life' andbelieve that the
baby's life is the most important
value in this debate.
Countless hours havebeen spent
by the 'pro-choice' movement in
anattempt topersuade the Americanpeoplethat a woman'sright to
choose isthemost paramountright

in the abortion debate. However,
the 'pro-choice' movement fails
to recognize that human life begins atconception. This theory is
supportedandhas been validated
by numerous scientists, geneticists, biologists, etc. In short,

some scientists believe that humanlifedoes beginatconception,
and manyphilosophers arguethat
this is a human person. Therefore, this human person is now

entitled

to all of

the inalienable

rightsGod has givento this child.
Thus, from this proven theory,
abortion is wrong.
Abortion is the killingof a human child. The United States is
estimated to abort 1.6million babies ayear. Why do wekill these

children? Many argue that the
child will not have a good life.
Too many people place the importanceofquality oflifeover the
life itself. This indicates how
littlevalue our society places on

children. This is both sad and
wrong. Children are a gift of life
from God. We cannot and must
not continueto killthesechildren

simply for the reasons that they

value-laden and anecdotal that
arriving at verifiable truths
becomes allbutimpossible. That
being the case, here's my valueladen, anecdotal observation:

JAY BALASBAS
Spectator Columnist
will not haveagoodquality of life
or that these children are unwanted. Our society mustplace a
higher value on life.

It is estimated that since 1973,
the amount of babies aborted is
about 30 million. That's more
deaths than all of those whodied
inall the warsin thehistory of this
country. Why does our society
continue to sanction this killing
of innocent babies? Our society
believes that the killing ofothers
is wrong.We sentence murderers
todeath or to life in prison. Why
is it that we forget the children
who are killed? I
believe thatour
society has been influenced by
liberalismso much that abortion
is becoming a tolerable act. Our
society is becomingdesensitized
to the amount of aborted babies.
With this kind of toleration of
killing, whois tosay that anyone
can be killed simply because we

choose to kill a person.
Ibelieve that abortion should

be illegalexcept when itis medically necessary to save the life of
the mother. Ialso support the
new laws that are being enacted
forminors who are seeking abortions. It isa small step in the right
direction. However,until Roe v.
Wade is overturned, countless
children willdie nevergetting the
chance toexperience life. Abortion is wrong,it is the killingof a
human child,and it should notbe
tolerated in society.
Freshman Jay Balasbas is a
political science major.
MorepeopleareturnedintobraindeadzombiesbyDA.R.E.and 12Step Programs than by all illicit
drugscombined.
AnthonyBrouner

Moral relativism betrays SU, Catholic
traditions
—
,
Theprogressive,relativistic reasoningoverwhelming the special "gay"
report in last week'spaper disgusted
me."... Astheclimatechanges,people
will becomeopent0i1... Asotherorganizations such as the City of Seattle
extend benefitstodomestic partners...
SUmay followsuitbecause the political and socialclimate would be more
accepting of such a proposal." This
reasoningis very,very sad.
Because violence overwhelms us
everylime weturnonaTV or watcha
movie, we do notmake the argument
that violenceshouldbeamore acceptable method for resolving a dispute.
Because we, given the multitude of

information through the media these
days,seemoregraphic sexualmaterial
at youngerandyoungerages, that still
doesn't mean we should encourage

ourneighbors toaccept it orrecognize
itas substantive.Because weseemore
drug addictionand nihilistic tendencies in our youth,it doesn't mean we
should encourage it or acknowledge
and ignoreit.
Because we arc generally more
aware thesedays of situations,behaviors, and lifestyles that have not traditionally beenconsidered moral because our "climate" has changed
does notnecessitate our toleranceof it,

—

—

acceptanceofit.orourencouragement
of it.
There used to be a time of moral
decision-making on a personal and
sociallevelincludedsubstantive.Chrislian-based judgement and reasoning.
The relativisticmoral decision-making process, which our university is
guilty ofusing and which weemploy

these days in general,holds at its core
athemeoftolerance.Therecouldbcno
worse a foundation for a system of
ethics.We mostdefinitelyshouldNOT
be tolerant. We shouldrespccttheworth
ofeach human as beingmade in the
image and likenessof God,but we do
notneed to tolerate what theysay, whal
theydo, or who they "do." Tolerance
is the Achilles' heel ofethics.Involving oneself in a truly ethical, moral

deliberation includes holding linn
prejudices. This Catholic, Jesuituniversity wasfoundedundera veryprejudicedsystemofmorals,andmostof us
respect Seattle University for this. It
should be with honorand dignity that
thisschoolmaintainsitsprejudicesand
not giveinto therelativisticpressures
ofour times, ourneighborhood,orour
politicalsystem.

Quiteironically onlyinourmodern
age do we even consider tolerance
valuable;if Aristotle,Aquinas,Kantor
Kirkegaard weresimply tolerant, we
would neverhaveheard ofthem.Tolerance translates into relativism, and
thesemenarerespected andstudied at
this university because they wereeverythingbutrelativisticor tolerant.

We havelost the ability in today's
worldtobetruly informedmoraldecision-makersbecausewehaveremoved
from our vocabulary,in the name of
tolerance and acceptance, two of the
most criticalelements tolivingamoral
life— reasonandjudgement.When we

cannot afford to judge behavior as

ethical ormoral, whichis what wecan
no longer do in today's culture, we
tolerate and accept nearlyeverything.
This is, no doubt, a systemofmorals,

but it is a new system of morals a
—
morals of apathy a morals void of
anyenergy,conviction,or firmly held
beliefs. We have given up caring or
actingon ourintellectualpassionsbe—
cause, in test, all answers A, B, C,
andD are equally correct.
Oncean institutionor an individual
—
losesits/hismoral grounding hiselhicalprejudices, hebeginsajoumeyinto
a future thatis inconsistent,deceptive
—
andinsufferable. SU our ship out in
—
theseaofrelativism shouldnotmove
freely with the tides. We should be
anchored, firminourCatholic identity
and willingtobcar the stormdiligently
andfaithfullysimplybecause itis what
webelieve.

BrianRoach

SPORTS

SPORTS

SU women lose uphill
battle against Vikings

-

MATT ZEMEK Sports Editor

The
Moynihan
Plan
Since sportsis so mired in politics, it's only slightly ironic that
sports and sports fans could find salvation in a United States
Senator.It's onlyslightly less ironic because this senatoris oneof
the more thoughtful and eloquent membersof Congress' senior
chamber.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan,D-New York,recentlyproposed raising theCPI (orconsumer price index)from 1 .0 to 1.1 percent. The
move wouldreportedly save the government $1.2 trillion.

However,he's doingsomething else. Something for sports fans,
Seattle sports fans in particular.
The senator wantsto preventstates from using tax-freebondsto

finance the construction of new stadiums. A bill, which should
aome before Congress shortly, woulderadicateseveralevils in the
worldof sports, saidESPN's Keith Olbermann.
Ifthebill ispassedbyCongress,says Olbermann,"cities willthus
no longer be able to hijack each other's teams...Franchises will no
longer be able to blackmail their current homes...Owners will no
longer be able to spend willy-nilly on free agents,nor raise ticket
prices under threat of leavingtown."
This pattern of owners holdingcity halls at gunpoint has been
playedoutin manycities: Cleveland andHoustonlost their football
teams because theircity halls wouldn't budge,andCincinnati kept
theReds and Bengals, but onlyby giving them separatestadiums.
Apparently Riverfront Stadium,just 27 yearsoldand (KingCounty
Executives!) a structurally sound facility, isn't goodenough for
either ofCincinnati's sports teams because it lacks luxury boxes.
As asports fan,I
believe in thegoodnessof sports anditsmeaning
for a community. However, if taxpayers have to foot the bill to
satisfy owners whowant it all, any sentiments about thebenefits of
sport must be relegated to the back burner.
Seattle's case is interesting because of the Kingdome's substandard conditions. New stadiums are needed, but taxpayers
concernedabout more important things do not deserve to bear the
full brunt of such costly ventures.
It's time for owners to step up and be largely accountable for
financing new stadiums, as Peter McGowan did with theGiants'
new ballparkinSanFrancisco.McGowanpaid for thestadium with
money from his own pockets and from other privatecontributors.
In a recent column onESPNET SportsZone, Olbermann addressed theSeattleSeahawks' stadiumbattle by quoting thechairman
of Washington State's Trade and Economic Development Committee: "Why is Paul Allen, the third-richest man in America,
asking the public to help build this facility?"
With a stadium package being in the neighborhood of $350
million, there's no reason why Allen, who financed a basketball
arenalargely onhis own(Portland's Rose Garden),couldnot do the
same for a football stadium.
Ifownersorpotentialowners(like Allen)don't followMcGowan's
ways, maybe Senator Moynihan's bill will give them no other
choice.Tell Slade Gorton,PattyMurray andother elected officials
to support Moynihan's bill.

Ryan

Nishio / Photo Editor

SUpoint guardShannon Welch releasesa J6-foot jumperjust outside the free throw line.

Second half run vs. Western falls short
MATT ZEMEK

of excellence. After Western's
early run, SU pounded theboards

Sports Editor

relentlessly at both ends of the
floor. As the half progressed, SU
gradually began to break down

It was an uphill battle for the
Seattle University women's basketball team against Western
Washington last Thursday,and the
Lady Chieftains couldn't scale the

Western's defense with dribble
penetration. Guards Shannon
Welch andErinBrandenburg were
able to get into the middle of the
lane for short, open jumpers.
A lack of consistency at both
endsofthe floor plaguedthe Lady
Chieftains in the first half. They
weren'table to sustain their edge
on the boards,and their perimeter
defense declined.SU's success on
offense was neutralized by
Western's ability toanswer at the
other end. The Vikings hit a succession ofthreeslate in thehalf to
build a 49-33 lead at halftime.
Early in the second half, Lady
Chieftains came out roaring in a
final,decisive push. Activeat both

mountain.

Seattle U. (9-12, 2-4 PNWAC)
hadto playcatch-up for most ofthe
game and eventually ran out of
steam in a 92-70 loss to the Vikings.
Western jumped out to a 13-4
leadin the first fiveminutes ofthe
game. After that, SU battled and
scrapped at bothends of the floor,
making a number of runs at the
Vikings. However, Western was
able to parry each ofSU's thrusts
with a devastating fast break.
The early deficit gave the Lady
Chieftains a small margin for er-

ends of the floor, they ripped off a
14-2 run that got them within 54-47 at the 15:00 mark. SU continued to breakdownWestern's de-

ror,and theycouldn' t compensate.

It wasn't for a lack of effort.

Atvarious points in thefirst half,
the LadyChieftainsshowedflashes
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SECOND HALF
vs. Western Wash.,
February6
\

*
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fense for good shots, while Jul

Orth hit a three and controlled th
paint on defense, blocking sho
and pulling downrebounds.
However,the Vikingshada mor
decisiveanswer.Overthenext 4:21
theystaggered theLadyChieftain
with a 14-0 burst, killing SU i
transition and getting a scries o
easy, uncontcsted shots. SU con
tinued to get decent shots, bu

couldn't knock them down.
The Lady Chieftains, who ha
doggedly chipped away a
Western's lead over the first 3
minutes, did not have another ru
left in them.
SUheadcoachDave Coxpraisec
his team's grit and their second
half run. He was also pleased wit
the Lady Chieftains' pcrformanc

in halfcourt situations. For Cox
the game centered arounc
Western's early run and their abil
ity to run the floor.
"In the bigpicture,the transition
game is what hurt us," Cox said
"Theyran harder than we did."
LADYCHIEFTAIN
STATSHEET
February 6 vs.
Western Washington

TeamLeaders

<>

Points: Julie Orth, 24, Erin
Brandenburg,17, Shannon

\ >^' X X

.

Welch, 11

Rebounds:Orth, 8.
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SU team field goals,second half: 12 of 31, 39 percent
SU team field goals,game: 24 of 60, 40 percent
Team Leader: Erin Brandenburg, 6 of 11, 54 percent

Key Stat: Western outrebounded SU, 56-27.

The LadyChieftains' only
game this week is on
Saturday, February 15 at
St. Martin's. Tip-off is at
5:00 p.m.
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Strength, Inspiration and a Legacy
SU's Stefanie Hodovance is driven by her father s courage
JASON
LICHTENBERGER

StaffReporter

StcfanicHodovance has been an
instrumental part of the Seattle
University women's basketball
team. Her hard workand positive
attitudehas been an inspiration to
her teammates, but this year she
laced a tougherchallenge, when a
biginspiration inherlife was taken

away from her for awhile.
Her father, Dennis Hodovance,
suffering from leukemia, was
forced to go into the hospital to
receive chemotherapy, just before
Christmas. He was finally released
last Thursday after a50 day stint in

She added,"I thought ahout him
every time I
stepped on the court,
I
not
but could let it get in the way
ofmy game;it was really tough at
first."
"Just havinghim theremeans a
lot to me," Stefanie added. "Even
if he doesn'tsay anything,he still
provides a lot of support."
DennisHodovanccalsoattended
Seattle University.He wasapitcher
on theNCAA DivisionI
Chieftain
squad. He played with the same

work ethic and positive attitude
thatStefanie displays on the court.
He has kept such a mindset while
fighting leukemia in the hospital.
"He has alwaysbeen aninspira-

the hospital.
"It wasa
really big
shock,"

Stcfanic
said. "Idid
not know
how
it
would affect my

game at
first."
Stefanie
isas-foot-9 junior
fromLake
Washington

High

School.

tion for
me but
h i s

strength
made me

He has always been
an inspiration for
me, but his strength

look
Ie r

made me look at life
differently. It's a big
wake-up call when
someone close to you
has a terrible disease
like this.

at

-

Stefanie

been very valuable to the team."
Stefanie's defense has helped
the Lady Chieftains all year, but
they have found themselves in a
bit of a slump as of late, and have
fallen below the .500 mark in
leagueplay. They arc fighting to
earn a home game in the first
round of the conference tourna-

"We have such strong team
unity; the chemistry we have is
amazing," Stefanie said. "If any
teamcanpullit out, this team can."

someone
close to
youhas a

playingeverybody,ifweput
everything
else together,

disease

we could do
well in the

against leukemia

person
that
makes
Stefanie

playoffs."
The Lady
Chieftains
play with a lot
of heart and
emotion. Ste-

since she beganplayingin the first

the type of player and inspiration

fanieis always

grade. Her father was her coach

to her teammates that

ready

to

when she was little. Not having
him at the games was a big shock

come.
"I feel what Iadd most to the
team is workinghardanddoingmy
bestdayin andday out atpractice,"

the

charge

for her.
"Basketball has always been a
huge partofourrelationship,"Stefanie said. "Ithink it hurthim a lot,
also, not to be there."

she has be-

Stefanie said. "I think it helps
motivate the underclassmen. It
was like that for me when I wasa

Mandy Matzke / Spectator

Stcfanie Hodovance is keepingSU athletics allin thefamily.

ment.

"After the experience of

attended
her
games

said, "Her hard work ethic has

wake-up
call when

ents have

of

KingCo all-defensive team.
Junior Leigh-Ann Raschkow

She added,

Stefanie Hodovance,
on her father's fight

nearly all

Junior Erin Brandenburg said,
"Her biggest asset is thai she is
very vocal on defense, and that
helps our team a lot."
Stefanie was a defensive
standout at LakesideHigh, which
is a very tough role to find in a
youngathlete. Shehelpedleadher
team to the state tournament three
years straight, and in her senior
year was named to the first team

"It'sa big

likethis."
It is

Her par-

Ircshman."

lead

experience, and we always play
hard," Stcfanie said. "That is going to help us a lot later in the
season and especially next year."

■

therapy.Hehas already provenhis
strength to tight the disease, and
his desire to continue to be there
tor Stefanie.
Last Thursday, after being released
from the hospital,
Dennis wasin atten-

Basketball has always been a dance at the Lady
Chieftains' home
bigpart of our relationship...! game
that samenight.
"That
very exthought about him every time I citing wasme,"
for
Stestepped on the court, but I
could fanie said. "I think
this shows the
not let it get in the way of my
strength my father
game.
Hodovance, on playing while her
father was in the hospital

through her
hustle and motivation. She has
helped set the pace at which the
LadyChieftains play their game.
"Althoughweareayoung team,
weare learningand gaininga lotof

Dennis still has a tough road
aheadofhim. In about a month, he
will undergo surgery for a bone
marrow transplant, and may also
have to go through morechemo-

Stefanie hopes

to

continue contributing
to the team as shehas
done all year. With
her father back in the
stands, shehas less to
think about while on thecourt. She
also hopes to use his story to rein-

force her hard work and dedication, and to help the Lady Chieftains turn things around.

1997 SU Tennis Preview:Mind Games
Men seek "inner game"

"Mechanics are there" for SU women

Matt Zemek
Sports Editor

homethis year.

MATT ZEMEK
Sports Editor

For the members of the Seattle
University men's tennis team,
matching the success of last year's

opponent across the net is deadly
in tennis, a sport where themental

team wouldnot be a goodframeof
mind to have.
First, last year's team excelled,
cracking the NAIA top20, making
thenationaltournamentand beating

Secondly,focusingon anything
but your individualgame and the

gamemeans just as much as physical skills.
Jesse Walter, the leader of the
team, is one player who has all

facets of his game in gear. In November, he won theRolex Tennis
a number of NCAA Division I Championship inLewiston,Idaho,
schools,includingSantaClara and against a member of Bolivia's
San Jose State.The teamalsobroke Davis Cup team. Last year, as the
droughtagainstPac- numbertwoplayer on SU's roster,
e Lutheran, a perennialregional Walter neverlost amatch.
SU head coach John Cassens
foe.
This year's team is hamperedby commented on Walter's amazing
graduations,scholarship cuts that progress.
have putapinch on recruiting,and
"He's come a long way in the
the departure of a player from the
Czech Republic, who returned
See Men's on page 14

flecade-long

The state of the Seattle University women's tennis team proves
that tennis is about much more
than simply slugging at the ball
and hitting hard.
Headcoach B.J. Johnson has a
very talented groupunder his tutelage- it's the mental side of the
game that the team needs to work

on this season.
Johnson will need to work with

three freshmen onthe team, andhe
hopes to match (he success he has
had inbringingalong Erin Wellcr.
Weller, the number one player
on SU's roster,has not always seen
eye toeye with Johnson in thepast,

but theseniorhasmade greatstrides

underher coach.
"She trusts me(and) does whatI
tell her to do," Johnson said.
Mentallydeveloping players is
at the core of Johnson's coaching
role this year. It's as easy as 40-love for Johnson to explain the
significance of themental game.
"If they make one mistake, it
carries on for three or four points,
and that's a game," Johnson said.
Henoted thatthe women's players
lend to get down on themselves
and that a lack of mental fortitude
can have a snowball effect, one
game after another.
Johnson, who has coached the
SU men'stennis team, thinks that
the men's players are willing to
come to him immediately after
losses and work on their game.

Thatis not thecase, however, with
the women.
"When the women lose, theygo
sit in a van" and commiserate on
their defeats, Johnson explained.
If Johnson can succeedin making his players hungrier and scrappier,the team should havea superb
season.
"It's easy to get them up for
matches,"Johnson said,noting that
his players are very enthusiastic.
He just has to work with them so
theycan stayonanevenemotional
levelina match,playingeachpoint
with the same focused mindset.
Johnson's team is starting with
a lotof talentalready.
"The mechanics are there," he
said, citing his players' variety in

See Women's on page 14

Sports
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SU men look for match toughness SU women must shake
from page13
last couple years as a person, not
just a tennis player," Cassenssaid.
This notion of personal development,along with improving tennis skills, is incredibly important
inNAIA competition.One would
think that, with few to no people
attending a match, that the environment would be relaxed. Only
crowdsare supposed tobringpressure.
However, that is anything but
the case.
A tennis roster is commonly six
playersdeep, with a lew reserves.
A competition against another
school involves nine matches- six
singles and three doubles.The six
players, rated 1-6 on the roster,
each play a singles match against
their equally-ranked opponent.
Then, three doubles teams,paired
as the coach sees fit, lace off to
round oul the nine-match sequence.
The team that wins five (or more)
matches wins the competition.
In this setup, says Cassens, the

Men's Basketball
TheChieftains willtry to break a
four-game losing streak in the
PNWAC tonight. SU willhost
Western Washington at the
Connolly Center at 7:00 p.m.
In the followingweek, the
Chieftains willhave three home

H
M

Hii
H

match.

As wellasbeinga teachingcoach,
Cassens also emphasized his role
as a strategic coach.

TEAMTENNIS PRIMER

1- Jesse Walter

" 9 matches per competition

2-Jeff Scott
3- Erik Berninger
4- Sean Blumhoff
5- Ryan Tuininga
6- Joel Pun/al
7- Nathan Wannarashue
they had people watching."
He also mentioned the stress of
having to play well to stay in the
same roster slot.
In order tocope with thismental
challenge,Cassens,whoalsoworks
as a lennis pro, characterizes his
coaching role as that of a teacher
and a voice of experience. Going

On Thursday, 2/20, SU
hosts Seattle Pacific.
On Saturday, 2/22, theChieftains will host PNWAC leader
Central Washington.
And on Tuesday,2/25, Cascade
College will come to the
Connolly Center.
All tip-offs arc at 7:00 p.m.

Chieftain Swimming

" 6 singles
" 3 doubles

" winnerof 5 or morematches
wins competition

The team' s next match is on
Feb. 21at Whitman College
"I can say, 'Here are your assets,'" Cassens said. '"This is the
wayyou can work against thisguy's
(your opponent's) weaknesses.'"
With a depletedroster, this year's
group of Chieftains will need to
exploit such weaknesses effectively, playing smart tennis and
mastering theinner game.

SU's second and last meet of
their inaugural season (as a
club team) will be at Central

off mistakes
from page 13
theirgroundstrokes. Hepointed oul
the women's team's ability,up and
down the lineup, to mix the pace
and spin on their shots.
Ultimately, Johnson will try to
relaxhis team bykeeping themembers in the same roster slots. After
some early season tinkering,
Johnson will try tokeepeach roster

slotstable.Eachplayerwillbcablc
to alternatebetweenjust twopositions.

1997 SU TENNIS ROSTER
1-ErinWeller
2- Denise Ayakawa
3- Marcie Scott
4- Megan Joyce
5- Tricia Lee
6- Chaise Ewert
7- Lesley Augustine
The Lady Chieftains face the
University of Puget Sound
tomorrow at 10:00 a.m.
separate,afternoon meet. SU
faces Lewis andClark at

9:30 a.m. on that same day.

Washington University against
CWU, Western Washington

and Simon Frascr.
The meet covers three days,
fromFebruary 21-23.

NOTE: The men's tennis
team's meet versus Albertson's
College next Saturday is a

SU Intramurals
Last Saturday,February 8,
A.O.S. won theSeattleU.threcon-threc intramural basketball
tournament, sponsored by
Schick. A.O.S. willparticipate
in a regional thrce-on-threc

For example, the number one
player will not fall below thenumber twoposition. Also, the number
sevenplayer can go no higher than
the sixth spot on the roster. This
will give a comfort zone to the
players in themiddle of the lineup.
Johnson hopes that this decision
willrelax theplayers andstrengthen
their mental approach to each
match.

In tennis, the phrase "one game
at a time" takes on greater significance.
UPCOMING MEETS
WOMEN:

-

February 21:vs.Pacific
@ Univ of Pu 8et Sound

February 22: @ Pacific
Lutheran, 10:00 a.m.

MEN
February 22: vs. Lewis and

Clark and Albertson's College
tournament.

Due to the Shaft dance,
there will be no intramural
basketball this Saturday.
There will be a regular
schedule of games on Sunday.

Hoops on TV

TheSonics visit the Lakers on
Sunday at noonon Channel 5.
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into this season,hemadethe whole
teamread"TheInner Gameol'Tennis," a 1974 book aimed at reducing the anxieties that come with a

199" SU TENNIS ROSTER

games.
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lack of a crowd onlyreinforcesthe
pressure on the individual to perform, for himsell and for the team.
"Tennis is an individual sportone on one," he said. "You have
nobody else to hlamc-you're it. So
there's a lotof pressure there...alot
of these guys might play belter if

and learn what
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Pi Delta, the Criminal Justice

$1000 s POSSIBLE
READING BOOKS. Part
Time At Home Tol Free
(I) 80().898-9778 Ext.R9260 for listings.

Honor Society, will be holding
meetingsevery second Tues.of
each month at 7:30 AM in the
Bellarmine Cafe. Non-members
are welcome!
Contact Jenny Sommers if you
have any questions.

___

Male nursing student
needed for disabled young
man once a month from Sat
@6pm to Sunday noon, send
response to P.O. Box 30872
Seattle, WA 98103(including

Off Campus Bible Study
Tuesdays at 8:30 PM at
First Presbyterian, located
on 8th and Madison, 4th
floor. Find encouragement
for your soul. 624-0644.

salary requested).

_____
K
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campcyo@aol.com

send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Inc.,P.O. Box 0887,
Miami, FL 33164.

AreaPromotions
RepresentativeWanted
Film advertising company
seeks an outgoing, reliable
person to place posters on

Receptionist/Administrative
Assistants needed
Okf
S

...

e nt

.

Opportunities
Counselors,cooks, lifeguards, wranglers wanted
for residential summer
camps in WA. Programming includes: horsemansmP' sailing, sports, wilderness tripping. Teacher/
Naturalists needed for
spring Earth Education
program. Internships
available. Call CYO at
(206)382-4562/

cards,
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Spring and

T
if.
softInterested
in playing
ball with the new Seattle
W men's
>
C
Team
She
riMichalecat296CaU
5905 for more details

one

,
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3>IU/nr. gas tut.
f
n
2.30p.m.
1lo^
other will work from
(800)852-6250.
5:00p.m. We are a law firm
located downtown. Light typing. $1000 s POSSIBLE TYPING.
Experience is a plus. Fax resume Part Time At Home. Toll
to 292-2419.
Free ( I) 800-898-9778 Ext. T-

.

.

9260 for listings.
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Tourism Opportunities
No experience necessary!
Paid training! Make this a
summer you'll always
remeber!
"
£
the greatest surnmer
(o

ever

'

.

Ljn

„

the premier leisure
„
\

.

Holland
Amenca line Westours ' 1S
beginning the summer/
sesonal staffing process for:
Driver/Guides
North to Alaska
Offer naration while touring
some of the World's most
magnificent and unspoiled
country in Alaska.
Seattle Tourism
Provide Northwest Explore
vacations to our guests,
including Seattle, Mount
Rainer, Vancouver, Victoria.

.

Ballet exclusively
Adu|ts exclusive y
The Ballet Studio very
begjnnjng through advanced

.
district. 3Z>916b

Universj

Enhance your natural beauty
wjth qua|jty cosemetics and
skjncare
ducts Leave a
message at 270-381 8 (24 hr. line)
SERVICES
Internationalstudents.DV-1
Greencard Program avaiable.1800-773-8704. Applications
Feb.24.
97 Cost $29

_,_
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ADOP11OIN

Happy,loving, college-educated,
finacially-secure Caucasian
family hopes to adopt healthy
newborn. Promises: lots of love,
laughter and lullabies: a nursery
full of toys and exciting family
vacations; gentle, loyal black Lab
puppy eager for playmate: and
future college education! Completed favorable home study.
Open or closed adoption-we'll
respect your wishes. Please call
aop ini
collect (206) 485-2512.

If you are an ethusiastic and
energetic peoplepleaser who
customers
We want
puts
v
to talk to you! EOE/AA
You must be at least 21 years
FIINDRAISFR$$
$$FAST FUNDRAISERS*
old by March 1st and have
Raise UP to $ 25 in one
an excellent driving record.
week! Greeks,clubs,
We provide full> paid train
ing Come by and visit us at mot.vat.vated individuals.
Easy-no finacial obligaour Seatt]e Headquarters or
tion.(800) 862-1982 Ext.33
send a letter of interest toMATH " CHEMISTRY -SAM
Gray Lin f Seattle and bliden m s
k
Alaska
College instructor and tutor 16 years,
BUSISNESS " HISTORY TED
300 Elliot Ave W
Seattle, WA 98119
HEIKF B.A.,M.B.A.
For more information please Personalized tutoring 10AM-1IPM 7
days,
callGray Line of Alaska
UNIVERSITY WAY
4224
(206)281 0559 or Gray Line
545-0380
of
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YES!!!! IWANT TO RUN A CLASSIFIED AD WITH
THE SPECTATOR!

COST IS $2 per line for business opportunisms, $1 per line for SU students and staff. One line equals 27 letters and spaces.
Sorry, but no personals. All Classifieds must be submitted by Tuesday at 3 p.m. for the Thursday edition. Pre-pay, please.

——

_

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
PHONENUMBER:

—^

My classfied as should appear under the
My ad should read:

STATE/ ZIPCODE:

heading. It should run in the

issue(s).

Send forms to: THE SPECTATOR, 900BROADWAY, SEATTLE, WA 98122. ATTN: MEREDITH or call 296-6474
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February 20 from
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
lower SUB
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POOl,Board Games,MOVieS,
FOOS Ball,MUSiC

For the Record...
Thank you to Sarah please attend.

COminQ tO tllC SUB HCOr yOU!
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Apply to bring your art/performance/humanities
or science resea rch to the

Thank you to David
Scott Montgomery for Gusman, president of the
playing at Acoustical San Carlos student Assoelation, for coming to
Night on February lO.
Thank you to Hank counciland speaking to a
Durand for coming to the few people. David is on
ASSU Council meeting on tour from Guatemala.
Thank everyone for
Februaiy 12 and speaking about the new Stu- working on the Random
dent Center Tne informa- Acts of Kindness Day. We
tion was very informative, allknow JoanneBalitona
Coming up this week is a hipster and she did a
the ASSU Council will be good job organizing the
Paul day as well.
hearing from
Other than that, evJanviach regarding the
running
univeristy chapel. If any- erything is
one is lnterested in the extrememly well.The reps
chapel of Saint igantius are working hard.
For (he Record is bmught to you by president Troy Mathem

on Friday April 4, 1997

Applications due March 3, 1997
For more information call Dr. Jacke.s at 296-5946.

_

Transfer Students Unite!,

o

Hi! Iam Jeanette Ferrer, the new Transfer Representative, I am calling out to all transfer students
on campus to become active in voicing any and
all campus concerns. Get involved today!

.
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Office Hours: Tues- 10:45-1:00
Wed- 10:45-2:00
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Any club that would like to
participate in a dance
f^r D/-ir^i-,+c

COmPetltlOn fOf

ParentS
V£/
\Y Weekend, contact Sarah
Mariani at 296-6048.
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Kayamanan Ng Pilipinas:
Treasures of the Philippines

*

., . .
February22
.. +OfV1
t 15 for the first
200
tickets
in the Atrium of the
sold t0bU
Seattle Design Center
A
$
tickets after those
Dinner and Entertainment 20 for
200 are sold
from 6 d m to 10 p m
$25 for tickets sold at the
parice
c oor
10 D m 1 a m
Fill your senses with the tastes, sounds, and visions of
the Filipino culture. The night includes an All-You-CanEat buffet dinner,abar (to those ofage) anda dance.
FREE TRANSPORTATION willbeprovided to SUstudents.

'

TheSeattleDesignCenterisat57016thAve.S.inGeorgetown.
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For band selections, contact Sarah
Mariani or senddemo packs. Selectjons wjn be made at tne end of the
month.
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Joui the Pre-Health Club e-mail list today!
Just type 'join-list prehealthclub-list" and

havefun!

Calling all Club Presidents!
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All-Discipline Project Symposium

e-mail: jette@seattleu.edu
tel (206) 296-6050
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■ Fischer, Jill Cohn
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Mini-Concert

if you meet me, ill meet you...
ASSU Council meetings are held on Tuesdays from 7:45-9:45 p.m. in SUB 2O5
join

a committee!

Accounts Committee meets on Tuesdays from i2:oo-i:oo p.m.

Activities Committee meets on Wednesdays from 3:30-4:30 p.m. in SUB 2O5.
Clubs Committee meets on Wednesdays
from i:OO- 1:45 p.m.

elections Committee meets on Wednesdays from 5:15-6:00 p.m.
presidential Committee

meets on

Thursdays from 7:45-8:30 p.m.

Jfy(m minterested injoining a committee, please
call296-6050 for more information,
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Page prepared by the ASSU office. This page isfor registered clubs and organizations to advertise information about
their events. For information, contact the ASSU office at 296-6050.
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